UNIFORM CODE:
STUDENT APPEARANCE:
Robina SHS is a uniform school and all students are required to wear the complete school
uniform each day. Students should be fresh, neat and tidy in their uniform at all times. All
students should be wearing their formal uniform daily unless they have a timetabled
physical-education type subject that day (E.g. HPE, Sports Academy, Recreation, Fitness).
Dance and drama students will need to change into suitable attire when needed.
Sports Academy students with training P0, must change out of their training gear
into their formal uniform.
2019:
All Year 9 & 10 students (except sports academy students) will wear their formal
uniform on a Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday. Sports Academy will wear formal
uniform on a Wednesday only.
All Year 7, 8, 11 & 12 will wear their formal uniform on any day they do not have a
physical education type subject.
The school uniform supports our school priority of high expectations and creates a positive
image of the school in our community

HAIR:
Hair should be cut and styled in a fashion that is suitable for a professional business
workplace. Hair colour is to be of natural tones and no extreme styles including, tracks, or
shaved sections or colours are permitted. Hair that is longer than collar length is to be
tied back every day. Black or navy hair ties are to be used to control long hair. No
patterned hairbands.

JEWELLERY:







A watch and one ring are optional.
Religious or cultural necklaces, if worn, must be long enough to be completely concealed below the
neckline.
If ears are pierced, they may be fitted with up to two pairs of plain gold or silver small studs or sleepers.
Stretchers, spikes and diamonds are not permitted.
Any other visible piercing must be completely removed for school or contain a clear stud.
Tattoos need to not be visible.

MAKE UP:




Make-up, including false eyelashes and coloured nail polish are not permitted
Acrylic or gel nails are not permitted.
Sunscreen is encouraged in our climate at all times.
It should be of natural skin tones or translucent.

SHOES:
Visible white socks must be worn above the shoe line and completely all black laced polishable leather,
enclosed (toe, sides, upper and heel with a tongue) shoes should be worn at all times with the day and sport
uniform. They may be of a formal or sports style. No suede black shoes are permitted. Laces are to be
black.
Hi-tops, ballet-type shoes, boots, thongs, canvas or slip on shoes are not permitted. They do not provide
sufficient protection when students are participating in learning experiences or in the playground.

CLOTHING:
In winter, students can only wear winter items as per our Uniform Policy. Scarves and beanies are not
acceptable. Undershirts, if worn, must not be visible.
It is not permissible to mix and match the day shirt and sports shorts or the day skirt and the sports shirt. Cutting and
shortening of hemlines; rolling up of sleeves and shorts; rolling down of skirt tops are not permitted. The unisex day shorts may
be worn with the day /or sport shirt.

Full Sports Uniform: Must be worn by a student when they have HPE or sport timetabled.
Full Day Uniform: Should be worn on all other days.
 RSHS V-neck Logo Sloppy Joe
 RSHS Taslon Zip-up Jacket
 Year 12 RSHS Senior Jersey
A School Tie is optional and is available from our Uniform Shop.
WINTER
APPAREL:

 RSHS Navy track pants
 Navy or Black plain tights

All other items of school uniform are also available from our Uniform Shop
Students are expected to wear full school formal uniform to school, excursions and functions, unless otherwise specified by staff.
Their overall appearance is expected to be in accordance with this code.
SCHOOL
Any student undertaking a sport, HPE or outdoor activity will be expected to wear a RSHS school hat. Similarly,
HATS:
students utilising the basketball courts or ovals during the two breaks will also be required to wear a school hat. No
alternative designs or hats will be permitted.
SCHOOL
All students should present with an appropriate backpack. Handbags or other types of bags are not permitted for
BAGS:
workplace health and safety reasons.

Thank you for supporting us by ensuring your child wears their uniform with pride every day.
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